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This paper presents an Emission  Constrained Optimal Power Flow(ECOPF) using a 
numerically simple heuristic Big-Bang and Big-Crunch(BB-BC) optimization. The proposed 
optimization technique is applied to solve this highly non-linear, non-convex and  multi objective 
optimization problem for N-0( without Transmission Line contingency) and N-1 (one 
transmission line contingency) cases of Power system network. The BB-BC method is tested on 
Gangour -25 and Modified IEEE-30  bus   power  transmission systems  and its robustness is 
compared with Particle Swarm Optimization with Constriction Factor (PSOCF) .The out come 
of comparaison  confirms the promising nature of BB-BC in solving Emission  Constrained 
Optimal power flow.  
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1. Introduction 
  Rapid growth in power system size and Electrical power demand, problem of reducing the 
operating cost and constraining thermal (which meet major power demand) emissions has 
gained importance due to public awareness  and stringent target levels laid down by 
pollution control boards. In general, major toxic emissions are Carbon dioxide(CO2), 
Sulphur  Dioxide (SO2), and Nitric Oxides (NOx). Different methods such as Goal 
programming [1], weighting factor and epsilon constraint method [2] and Mathematical 
programming aproaches such as Newton Raphson Methods[3] are reported in literature. 
Recently nature inspired, population based algorithms such as Genetic algorithms, Swarm 
intelligence, Bacteria foraging, ant-colony search techniques are applied to obtain quality 
solutions [4] to optimization problems and also to over come the limitations of 
mathematical programming approaches [5]. Economical /Environmental dispatch problems 
are conflicting objectives. Minimization of fuel cost alone results in increased Emission 
levels of thermal power plants. On the other hand, minimization of Emission alone leads to 
increased fuel cost [6,7]. ECOPF leads to achieving Emission target levels along with 
reduced fuel cost compared with minimum Emission Optimal dispatch .In recent times  
new heuristic optimization algorithms such as FireFlay [ 8] is applied to solve minimum 
Emission dispatch neglecting transmission losses and the conflicting objectives such as 
Emission and Fuel cost pareto optimal solutions including transmission losses is solved by 
Fire Flay algorithm[9]. Real and Binary coded Genetic approach is applied to solve 
ECOPF[10] with quadratic cost and emission fuctions. The 
Conflicting,Economical/Environmental dispatch with voltage stability is solved by 
application of Particle Swarm Optimization with constriction factor (PSOCF) and Fuzzy 
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satisfaction approach[11,12].Though most of these optimization methods are 
powerful,inorder to get  near global optimum solutions  ,proper choice of trail/tuning 
parameters are required .  
In practical situations ,an optimization algorithm with very few trial parameters to obtain 
the optimum solution along with  simplicity in updating the control variables to arrive at 
optimum solutions is highly desirable. In this Paper  a simple, heuristic optimization 
method, whose update Equation does not involve trial parameters/tuning parameters and 
devolped  from the concepts of universal evolution,  known as, Big-Bang and Big-crunch 
(BB-BC), is applied to solve ECOPF with continuous and discrete control variables. The 
continuous control variables are generating unit active power outputs and generator bus 
voltage magnitudes, while the discrete ones are transformer-tap settings and switchable 
shunt devices. The optimization method of this paper is applied to solve ECOPF for N-0 
contingency with real and reactive power control variables and in case of single line 
contingency (N-1), BB-BC optimization is applied to reschedule  real power generating 
units for ECOPF ,while maintaining same reactive power variables as obtained in N-0 
contingency. 
 
2.  Notation 
 The following notations are used  

TF  : total operating cost ; 

:Total emission from real power generating units ; 
NB: number of buses,  
NG: number of generator buses ; 
NT: number of Transformers ; 
NL: number of lines (branches) ; 
NSH: number of switchable shunts ; 
NPQ: number of load buses ; 
NTR: number of transformers ; 

 : active power injection at bus i ;   :reactive power at bus i ; 
NP: population size ; 
NC: number of control variables ; 
ET:Emission Target ; 
k:Generation/iterations of optimization.  
 
3. Problem formulation 
    In  general  Optimal power flow aims at minimization /maximization  of target objective 
function of Power system subjected to equality and inequality constraints. In This paper 
Target objective functions are quadratic fuel cost functions of thermal units and non-convex  
Emission functions of thermal units. Objective functions and constraints are detailed as 
follows.                  
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A1. Fuel cost function 
     Minimization of total operating cost of thermal power plant can be considered as follows       = 2

1
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Equation (1) is sum of quadratic cost functions of thermal generating real power loading 
units with usual ai,bi,ci cost coefficients . 
 
A2. Emission function 

Emissions from thermal power plants, such as harmful SO2 and NOx  with  αi, βi, γi ,λi,and χi  

as emission co-efficients can be expressed as  non-convex  function  follows. 
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 A3.Equality and in equality contraints are as folows. 

(i) Active power balance 
        -  +  = 0                              (i=1, 2, 3,…NB) 

(ii) reactive power balance in the network          -   =0                            (i=NG+1,…NB) 
(iii) active power generation of generator buses                                                        (i=1, 2,…… NG) 
(iv) limits on voltage magnitudes of generator buses 

                                                (i=1, 2,…..  NG) 
(v) limits on switchable shunts 

                   Q      Q     Q                     (i=1,…. …  .NSH) 
(vi) limits on tap setting of transformers 

                                                     (i=1, ….. . .. NT) 
(vii) limits on reactive power generation of generator buses 

                                                  (i=1, 2,……  NG) 
(viii) limits on voltage magnitudes of load buses 

                                                  (i=NG+1,…  .NB) 
(ix) thermal limits of transmission lines 

                 | |                                   (i=1,… ….    ..NL) 
 
Emission constrained dispatch  requires  the following inequality  

(x) Emission constraint with Emission target ET  
                    

Optimal Power Flow goal is to minimise  equations(1)/(2) subjected to contraints listed in 
A3.The control variables  [u] are real power generation, voltage magnitudes of generators, 
transformer tap settings and switchable shunt devices and their  limits are implicitly 
handled while generating the parameters randomly. The functional operating constraints 
such as slack real power generation, load bus bar voltage magnitudes, thermal limits of 
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lines and Emission target are  handled by a quadratic penalty function approach [13]. Due 
to inclusion of penalty terms, transformed objective function (FF) for ECOPF is as follows min                      3  

here ,  ,  ,  and PE are penalty terms for the slack bus generator MW limit 
violation, Load bus voltage  limit violations, generator reactive power limit violations and 
violations for thermal limits of lines and emission level (target) violation respectively. 
Three types of simulations can be carried out with the equation (3), they are OPF (Fuel cost 
minimization) alone, and minimization of Emission alone (EOPF) and Emission 
Constrained Optimal Power Flows (ECOPF). Equation (3) aims at ECOPF. In case of OPF, 
‘PE’ term in equation (3) is to be deactivated. For simulation of EOPF, in place of FT (Pg)  
in equation (3), E(Pg) has to be considered with deactivated ‘PE’ term. Though,the paper is 
about ECOPF ,OPF and EOPF is also simulated to reflect the contradictory nature of two 
objective functions i.e fuel cost function and Emission function. 
 
3.1 BIG-BANG AND BIG-CRUNCH (BB-BC) 
The BB–BC algorithm is an  evolutionary algorithm which is based on the theory of 
universal evolution[14] . According to this theory, in the Big Bang phase energy dissipation 
produces disorder and randomness is the main feature of  this phase; whereas, in the Big 
Crunch phase, randomly distributed particles are drawn into an order. In fact, BB–BC 
generates random points in the Big Bang phase and shrinks these points into a single 
representative point via a center of mass in the Big Crunch phase. After a number   of 
sequential Big Bangs and Big Crunches, the distribution of randomness within the search 
space during the Big Bang becomes smaller and smaller about the average point computed 
during the Big Crunch, and the algorithm converges to a solution. 
The BB–BC method consists of two phases a Big Bang phase, and a Big Crunch phase. In 
the Big Bang phase, candidate solutions are randomly distributed over the search space. 
Similar to other evolutionary algorithms, initial solutions are spread all over the search 
space in a uniform manner in the first Big Bang. The Big Bang phase is followed by the Big 
Crunch phase. The Big Crunch is a convergence operator that has many inputs but only one 
output, which is named as the “center of mass”. Here, the term mass refers to the inverse of 
the objective function value. The point representing the center of mass CMu , can be found 

by using the following equation   

                                     ∑           ,∑                     i=1, 2….NC      (4) 

          where     , is the ith component of the jth solution generated in the kth iteration; NP  
is the   population size in the Big-Bang Phase. and fj is the amount of the objective function. 

 After the Big Crunch phase, the algorithm creates the new solutions to be used as the 
Big- Bang of the next iteration step, by utilizing the previous knowledge (center of mass). 
This is accomplished by spreading new off-springs around the center of mass using a 
normal distribution operation in every direction, where the standard deviation of this 
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normal distribution function  decreases, as the number of iterations of the algorithm 
increases. 
   

                     , =                 i=1, 2….NC        (5) 

      
 Where  is a random number from a standard normal distribution which changes for each   
candidate .These successive explosion and contraction steps are to be carried out repeatedly 
until the stopping criteria . Update equation (5)  is free from choice of trial  parameters . In 
general different population search methods  need proper choice of trial and tuning  
parameters in update equation as optimization proceeds towards global optimum value. In 
case of genetic algorithm[10],update of control variables depends on choice of mutation 
and cross over probabilities.PSO[11] updates control variables depends on  self confidence 
factor c1, swarm confidence factor c2 and inertial weight w.  FireFly  Optimization(FFO) 
also a heuristic algorithm that simulates the flashing behaviour of fireflies(lighting bugs) 
developed by  Dr.Xin-she yang[15] ,whose update equation depends on trial parameters 
such as  (initial attractiveness) and γ (absorption co-efficient) and α (tuning parameter). 
Mean variance Mapping optimization(MVMO) [16 ]  update equation depends selection 
strategies of off-springs and scaling factor fs to control the  optimal search. Compared with 
update equation of all these popular and powerful methods BB-BC updates the control 
variables in a simple way. As the algorithm proceeds number of iterations optimum values 
falls in the neighbourhood of Center of mass. Next section explains the implementation of 
BB-BC to ECOPF. 
 
3.2 Steps to implement BB-BC to Power system optimization: 
1Read OPF data (cost coefficients of objective function, Emission coefficients, Line, bus 
data and location of control variables) in power system network. 
2. Generate   initial control variable matrix U of size (NP*NC) within the lower and upper  
 limit of control variables i.e ith row of U can be generated as 
                            ui = Ulower *(Uupper –Ulower)*rand (1, NC). 
3 Set generation(iteration) count k=1. 
4. Initialize   FFcount to 1. Row select of U to 1. 
5. Fetch the row corresponding to Row select from U, modify  line and bus data of power . 
   system network. Solve for power balance equation by using Newton Raphson (NR)/Fast       
decoupled load Flow (FDLF). 
 6. Check for functional operating constraints, for any violation of these constraints, 
activate    penalties and Evaluate FF.  
  set Row select=Row select +1, FF=FF+1, return to 5, till FFcount=NP. 
 7. obtain CMu using equation (4).check for stopping criteria, if met display current best 

solution, else go to step 8. 
8. Update control variables in accordance with update Equation (5) . This step may result in 
violation of control variable limits. Those violated control variables should be made equal 
to their respective violated limit.   
9. Set k=k+1.Return to step 3 till k= Maxgenerations. 
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In this paper, to satisfy power balance equations (step 5), FDLF is used[17]. During initial 
generations of optimization algorithm, FDLF may not converge even though control 
variables are within the range. For such cases, an additional large penalty term proportional 
to maximum real and reactive   power mismatch is added to FF.FDLF maximum iterations 
and power balance mismatch tolerance are set to 10 and 0.001pu respectively. Convergence 
criteria may be number of generations or difference between best function value of kth and 
(k+1)th generation less than a specified tolerance. The above steps are implemented for the 
two test systems mentioned in this paper. The required code is written in MATLAB-7.0, as 
m-files using library routines of MATLAB 7.0 soft ware. Code is executed on a 2.1 GHz, 
Pentium IV PC. 
 
4. Simulation Results       
 4.1  N-O contingency. 
Test System 1: Gangour -25bus system with 35 transmission lines,5 generators .This 
system data is available at ref [1]. Cost and Emission coefficients are provided in 
Appendix. Total base case load of the system (7.30pu+j2.23pu) on 100MVA base. Total 
control variables are nine real valued continuous variables pertaining to five generating 
units. Generating unit 1 is considered as slack bus .Terminal voltage of slack bus is 
considered as control variable but its real power generation is constrained by penalty 
approach as indicated in equation(3). Lower and upper limits of terminal voltages of 
generators are 0.9pu and 1.05 pu respectively. Load bus voltage limits are 0.95pu  lower  
limit and 1.05 upper limit.Population size in each iteration of optimization is set to 15.The 
simulations carried out for OPF resulted in minimum cost of fuel as 1984.8805 $/hr, but 
with maximum Emission of 1404.3331 lb/hr.Where as EOPF resulted in maximum fuel 
cost of 2015.8564$/hr, with minimum Emission of 1105.1750lb/hr.However, ECOPF 
resulted in fuel cost  1994.0914 $/hr with a target Emission of 1200 lb/hr . Generating unit 
control variables are shown in Table 1. With these control variables total real power 
generation to meet the load demand is 7.4653pu , real power losses 0.1653pu and minimum 
load bus voltage 0.9761pu occurred at bus no 15 and maximum load bus voltage 1.0393pu 
occurred at  bus no 17.Simulations are also carried   to meet Emission Targets of 1250lb/hr 
and 1300 lb/hr. The cost of fuel for these Emission Targets  are 1988.39$/hr and 
1986.254$/hr  respectively. 
 
Table 1 : Control variables ECOPF with target Emission 1200 lb /hr 

 

 
 Test System 2:Modified IEEE-30 bus system is considered from ref [18] .Base case load of 
this Test system is (2.834pu+j1.2620pu).The fuel Cost and Emission coefficients are 
available in ref [11]. Generator real and reactive power variables are real values where as 

BUS NO Pg(pu)             Eg(pu) 
1 2.148504 1.023828 
2 1.061745 1.049584 
3 1.75000 1.050000 
4 0.519520 1.017142 
5 1.985506 1.048463 
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transformer and capacitive shunts are discrete integer positions. This system consists of six 
generating units With first generating unit as slack bus,  four tap changing transformers and 
nine switchable shunt devices, that amounts to total control variables 24,with slack  real 
genearation dealt with penalty approach.The transformer tap setting is considered as 
(0.9+tap_ position*0.005), where tap_ position can take 41 discrete steps in the range 0 to 
40 integer values. The tap_ position 0 indicates minimum tap 0.9 and tap_ position 40 
indicates maximum tap of 1.1. Switchable shunt considered as (step _val*0.01), where 
step_ val can take 6 discrete steps in the range of 0 to 5 integer values, a step_ val 0 
indicates 0.00pu capacitive shunt and 5 indicates capacitive shunt of  0.05pu(on 100MVA 
base). Population size in each iteration of optimization is set to 20.The simulations carried 
out for OPF resulted in minimum cost of fuel generation as 605.71 $/hr,but with maximum 
Emission of 0.2067 ton/hr. EOPF resulted in maximum fuel cost of 643.51$/hr, but with 
minimum Emission of 0.1875 ton/hr. Simulation of ECOPF with a Emission target of 0.19 
ton/hr  resulted in Fuel cost  620.56 $/hr. Continuvous control variables of Generating units 
are shown in table 2, while  the  transformer taps at line number [11,12,15,16] are   [1.09, 
1.02 ,1.05,1.04] , and  shunts  [at buses10,12,15,17,20,23,24,29]  are  [0.04 
,0.05,0.03,0.05,0.04,0.04,0.03,0.02,0.01] in pu .These control variables results in total real 
power generation as 2.8570pu ,real losses as 0.0230pu, minimum load bus voltage 
0.95287pu at bus no 30 and maximum load bus voltage 1.0493pu at  bus no 27.ECOPF is 
further tested  to meet Emission Targets of 0.2010 ton/hr and 0.1890 ton/hr. The cost of fuel 
for these Emission Targets  are 606.6$/hr and 611.7$/hr  respectively . 
 
Table 2 : Control variables Eectrical power generating units by ECOPF with  Emission 
target 0.19 ton /hr. 

BUS NO Pg(pu)                 Eg(pu) 
1 0.293818 1.053158 
2 0.419505 1.048207 
5 0.539055 1.031863 
8 0.638545 1.054432 
11 0.515095 1.069601 
13 0.451020 0.989430 

 
   4.2 N-1 contingency 
       With control variables as obtained in N-0 contingency , the contingency analysis is 
carried out by   Fast decoupled load flow method. Severity of contingency ranking list is  
prepared  based on real power loss criteria [19]  for credible line outages .From the  severity 
list ,outage of line number 16 in test system -1 with real power loss of 0.2595p.u and outage 
of line number  5 with real power loss  of 0.03365pu in test system -2 are picked up for  N-
1 contingency case. Table 3 indicates the results of OPF,EOPF and ECOPF.For ECOPF 
simulation   is set to 1200lb/hr(test system-1) and 0.2ton/hr in test system-2,with real 
power generating units as control variables,while reactive power variables are same as that 
obtained in N-0 case. It can be obesrved from table 3 that for N-1 contingency also ECOPF 
results in reduced fuel cost compared to OPF with reduced Emission. 
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Table 3: comparaison OPF,EOPF and ECOPF N-1 contingency. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rescheduled  real power generations are indicated in the table IV for ECOPF. With these 
control Variables in test system-1,the real power loss is  0.2619pu,Min  and Max voltage 
are 0.9615pu(at bus 18),1.0145pu( at bus 13) respectively. In case of test system-2, the real 
loss is 0.02951pu ,min voltage 0.9519 (at bus 30) and max voltage 1.0495(at bus 28).  
 

Table 4 : Rescheduled  real power generations N-1 contingency. 

Bus no 
 Test system -1 
Pg(pu) Bus no 

Test system -2 
      Pg(pu) 

1 2.1075 1 0.5131 
2 1.2219 2 0.4272 
3 1.7473 5 0.7861 
4 0.6971 8 0.6389 
5 1.7839 11 0.2415 
- --- - ------ 13 0.2566 

   
 
5. comparison with PSOCF. 
5.1 N-0 contingency 
 Mean performance, convergence of BB-BC optimization , is compared with well tested, 
widely accepted Particles Swarm optimization (PSO). Basic PSO with constriction factor 
(PSOCF) approach  ensures fast convergence of algorithm [11].The population size  is set 
to 15 and 20 for Test System 1and Test System 2 respectively for both optimization 
methods. Inertia weight (w) of PSOCF is initially set to 1.2 and gradually reduced to w/1.5 
with constriction factor 4.1.Self confidence factor c1 and swarm confidence factor are 2.8 
and 1.2 respectively. It is to be mentioned again here that BB-BC optimization does not  
require any parameters except population size. Comparison is done on basis of 30 
independent runs with different initial values for both optimization methods. Table 5 
indicates mean, best and worst performances of ECOPF for two Test Systems of this paper 
with target emission of 1200 lb/hr for Test System-1 and emission target of 0.19 ton/hr for 
Test System-2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                    Test system-1                   Test system-2 
Type of 
dispatch 

Fuel 
cost($/hr) 

Emission 
(lb/hr) 

Fuel 
cost($/hr) 

Emission 
(ton/hr) 

OPF 2007.9 1527.6 604.6 0.2126 
EOPF 2047.8 1162.8 640.9 0.1890 
ECOPF 2027.9 1198.7 632.8 0.1998 
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Table 5:  Mean, Worst and Best cost in $/hr N-0 contingency 

  
 From the Table 5, it is clear that mean cost with emission targets by BB-BC is same as 
PSO-CF. Occurrence of Worst cost observed in BB-BC which is nearly 4$/hr more than 
PSO-CF in Test System 2 is only one time out of 30 runs. Table 6, convergence 
characteristics at intervals of 10 iterations of search process for the emission targets 
mentioned in this paper. Iterations (k) took by each method to arrive at mean performance 
in each Test System is shown with ‘*’. 10 iterations indicates 150 function computations 
and 200 function computations for Test System-1 and Test System -2 respectively. 
 

Table 6: Convergence Characteristics  N-0 contingency 
Iterations(k)                   BB-BC    

 
                    PS0-CF 
 

Test 
case-1 
$/hr 

Test 
case-2 
$/hr 

Test 
Case-1 
$/hr 

Test 
case-2 
$/hr 

10 2003.9428 680.0600 2001.0496 670.4571 
20 1997.0092 640.9640 1996.0732 642.8961 
30 1993.5406 630.6295 1993.7122 620.4751** 
40 1992.5714 626.3359 1992.8821 620.2354 
50 1992.3043* 622.7660 1992.2338** 619.6134 
60 1992.3043 620.7388** 1991.6821 619. 6134 
70 1992.1493 619.9354 1991.6821 619. 6134 
80 1992.0286 619.8128 1991.6821 619. 6134 
90 1991.8486 619.8128 1991.6821 619. 6134 
100 1991.8486 619.8128  1991.6821 619. 6134 

  
BB-BC and   PS0CF converged to minimum and mean function values for same number of 
iterations for test      system-1 but in Test System -2  PS0CF arrived at mean cost for 30 
iterations. For test system-1 BB-BC arrived at mean cost for same number of 
iterations,hower for test system-2 PSOCF converged for earlier iterations. 
 
5.2  N-1 contingency 
 In order to test reliability of BB-BC optimization during severe contingency case such as 
line outage of Line number -16 (test system-1) and line number -5(test system-2), a 30 run 
simulation similar to that explained above is carried  out and results of such simulation are  
indicated in  Table 7  for the Emission targets as mentioned in 4.2. 
 

Method Test system -1 Test system-2 

Mean worst best Mean worst best 

BB-BC 1992.3 1994.3 1992.16 620.5 624.6 619.9   
PS0CF 1992.1 1993.2 1991.8 620.0 620.05   619.7 
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Table 7  Mean, Worst and Best cost($/hr) for N-1 contingency. 

 
From the above table ,it is clear that  for N-1 contingency also the propsed BB-BC for 
ECOPF can reliabily perform on par with PSOCF. 
 
6. Conclusion 
Big-Bang and Big-Crunch optimization method is applied to solve Environmental 
Constrained Optimal Power flow with continuous and discrete control variables. The results 
showed capability of BB-BC Optimization method in arriving at better fuel cost with 
required Emission targets for two Test Systems for N-0  and N-1 contingency.The main 
advantage of BB-BC is that it is numerically simple algorithm and can reliably solve non-
linear ,non-convex multi-objective optimization problems such as Emission Constrained 
Optimal power flow. This is proved by Comparing BB-BC with  PSOCF intelligent search 
optimization.  
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Appendix 

Generator cost and Emission coefficients Test System -1. 
          
Unit 
no 

a 
$/hr 
 

b 
$/Mwh 
 

c 
$/(Mw)2h 
 

α 
lb/h 

β 
lb/Mwh 
 

γ 
lb/(Mw)2h 
 

χ 
lb/hr 

λ 
1/MW 

Pmin 

MW 
Pmax 

MW 

1 40 1.8 0.0015 30 -0.555 0.0120 0.5035 0.02075 50 300 
2 60 1.8 0.0030 50 -0.555 0.0150 0.5773 0.02446 20 125 
3 100 2.1 0.0012 60 -1.355 0.0150 0.4968 0.0227 30 175 
4 25 20 0.0080 80 -0.805 0.0180 0.6550 0.02846 10 75 
5 120 2.0 0.0010 45 -0.600 0.0080 0.4860 0.02075 40 250 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


